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Abstract

Memory retrieval is an active process that can alter the content and accessibility of stored memories. Of potential relevance for educational practice are findings that memory retrieval fosters better retention than mere studying. This so-called testing effect has been demonstrated for different materials and populations, but there is limited consensus on the neurocognitive mechanisms involved. In this review, we relate cognitive accounts of the testing effect to findings from recent brain-imaging studies to identify neurocognitive factors that could explain the testing effect. Results indicate that testing facilitates later performance through several processes, including effects on semantic memory representations, the selective strengthening of relevant associations and inhibition of irrelevant associations, as well as potentiation of subsequent learning.
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1. Memory retrieval as an active process: the testing effect

Memory is typically viewed as a three-step process that begins with the encoding of information, followed by storage and later retrieval of fixed, stable memories. However, this view is incomplete. Retrieval is not a simple read-out process but an active process that can change the content and accessibility of memories [1,2]. Of particular interest for educational practice is that prompting retrieval with practice-tests enhances the retention of to-be-learned information over time, as shown in studies on the so-called testing effect: “taking a test enhances later performance on the material relative to rereading it or to having no re-exposure at all” [3, p20]. Surprisingly, given the plethora of empirical studies demonstrating the testing effect (see Box 1), there is still limited knowledge of the specific neurocognitive mechanisms involved. In this review, we relate existing cognitive accounts of the testing effect to findings from recent brain-imaging studies to identify neurocognitive factors that could explain the testing effect. Results indicate that testing facilitates later performance through several processes, including effects on semantic memory representations, the selective strengthening of relevant associations and inhibition of irrelevant associations, as well as potentiation of subsequent learning.
Box 1.

Benefits of memory retrieval: a robust phenomenon

The testing effect is a well-investigated phenomenon in cognitive psychology. For a comprehensive review of behavioral studies, readers are referred to literature overviews in [3,4,49]. Here, we provide a brief introduction to the effect to show that its robustness across different populations, study designs and materials makes it relevant for educational practice.

A typical behavioral testing effect study includes a baseline exposure, followed by either a practice-test or further restudying of the materials, and later a final test to measure learning outcomes (see Fig. 1A). For example, in a study by Roediger and Karpicke [5], students read two prose passages which covered scientific topics, and then restudied one passage and took a practice-test of the other. Learning was assessed five minutes, two days or one week later. Restudying led to better immediate results but practice-testing led to better results on the delayed final tests. This is a common finding in testing effect studies, which often show that the benefits of practice-tests are stronger when the final test is given after a delay rather than immediately after practice (for further information see [43,50–53]).

The testing effect has been replicated across different laboratories and has been demonstrated to reliably improve learning outside the laboratory.

1. The testing effect holds in authentic educational settings using course materials

Studies have demonstrated the testing effect with course materials [54–60] and real university exams [60], using on-line testing [54], in-class testing [55,56], and classroom response systems (‘clickers’) [57].

2. The testing effect holds when compared to other pedagogical methods and for different materials

Testing is more beneficial than pedagogical methods such as mind mapping [12] and group discussions [61], and a better tool for self-study than techniques like reading and highlighting text [62]. The effect was documented with different materials, including materials about geography [63], statistics [60], and medical education [64].

3. The testing effect generates transfer of learning

Testing enhances the transfer of learning from the specific questions from practice to new problems [63,65–67], enhances re-learning of information [68], and results in higher exam scores [57].

4. The testing effect is beneficial for different populations

The testing effect has been demonstrated in different age groups, ranging from children [57,58,63] to older adults [69]. Recently, an equally sized testing effect has been demonstrated for individuals suffering from severe traumatic brain injury as compared with healthy individuals [70].

2. Cognitive processes underlying the testing effect

Different ideas have been put forward regarding the cognitive processes underlying the testing effect [3–5]. Many of these explanations focus on the way in which testing affects memory representations of the to-be-learned materials. Because most studies on testing effects use verbal materials (e.g., vocabulary or word-pairs), these memory representations are typically conceptualized as (parts of) semantic networks, in which activation spreads among related pieces of information [cf. 6]. Testing is thought to enhance the accessibility of target information by changing the connections within semantic networks, for example, between the representations of two words that are encoded as a word pair [7–10].

Broadly speaking, two different theories exist about the nature of changes in semantic networks. On the one hand, elaboration accounts suggest that semantic networks become richer through testing because additional associations and alternative retrieval routes are formed [7,8]. On the other hand, search-set restriction accounts hold that testing reduces the number of associations that are activated in response to retrieval cues because cue-target associations are selectively strengthened and irrelevant representations are suppressed [9,10].

Carpenter et al. introduced the elaboration account of testing based on the assumption that mental elaboration during the search for the correct answer to a test question extends the semantic network of the tested information by creating or strengthening connections with related concepts [7,8]. These changes in semantic associations are thought to facilitate later recall by providing additional retrieval routes. Support for such accounts comes from studies showing that practice-tests enhance not only memory for presented information, but also for related semantic information that learners generate to associate cue and target information. For example, participants who studied word-pairs like Mother:Child, showed better target recall (“Child”) in response to related semantic mediators like “Father” after practice-testing (Mother: _____) than after restudying (Mother:Child) [11]. In short, representations are thought to get increasingly elaborate with practice-testing so that target information can later be activated through different alternative retrieval routes.

The search-set restriction accounts focus more on the selective nature of retrieval processes during testing, in particular, on the way in which the activation and selection of target information among competing (incorrect) responses influence future retrieval. One theory is that cue-target associations become selectively strengthened such that the memory search hones in on target information while competing associations are suppressed over the course of repeated testing [9,10]. In other words, testing is thought to refine memory representations to selectively strengthen the target response [9,10,12,13]. These ideas have also been linked to the literature on retrieval-induced forgetting. For example, repeatedly retrieving “pineapple” to the cue “fruit- _____” facilitates the response “pineapple” but inhibits the alternative response “pear” [14,15]. Selective retrieval, thus, seems to strengthen target responses while inhibiting related but undesired responses.

Recently, Karpicke et al. [16] presented a possible mechanism that could underlie the selection processes during repeated testing. According to their “episodic context account”, items become associated with the episodic context in which they are studied. During retrieval, the context from earlier presentations is re-activated and becomes integrated with current contextual
A. Testing effect and subsequent memory effect
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Fig. 1. A. Schematic view of a typical testing effect paradigm, with subsequent memory contrast. The typical set-up of a testing effect experiment is that participants undergo (1) a baseline exposure before (2) the critical intervention period in which they practice the items through restudying (encoding of the complete information) or practice-testing (retrieval of part of the information from memory). There can be several rounds of practice with repeated restudying or practice-testing. (3) To measure the testing effect on memory performance, a final test is administered either immediately after the intervention or after a delay. fMRI analyses: Testing effect fMRI studies have measured changes in brain activation both during the intervention and the final test period. The most common contrasts are between restudied and practice-tested items, and between later remembered and later forgotten items using the so-called subsequent memory effect (SME). B. Test-potentiated encoding (TPE) paradigm. In TPE studies, the intervention period includes practice (practice-testing and restudying) followed by “test-potentiated encoding” to observe the effect of prior practice-testing on subsequent encoding. Brain activations during test-potentiated encoding are often contrasted between items that were previously successfully and unsuccessfully tested, and can also be related to performance on the final test using SMEs as explained in Fig. 1A.
information. This refines the context representation associated with an item because those contextual features that serve as effective retrieval cues are strengthened the most. As a result, the search set of candidates that are activated increasingly zooms in on the target response, while competing responses are suppressed.

The elaboration and search-set restriction accounts are both compatible with another popular account in the cognitive literature, namely that practice-testing is a more effortful process than restudying [18]. The amount of effort during practice-testing has been related to the size of testing effects, with more difficult tests producing better outcomes than easier tests [17,18]. Mental effort is thus likely to be important for testing, but the definition and interpretation of the term ‘effort’ is complex. Roediger and Butler called it “an index of the amount of reprocessing of the memory trace that occurs during retrieval” [3, p5]. Hence, the term is only vaguely defined and more effort could reflect both more elaboration and an increasing number of available retrieval routes (following the elaboration account), or higher selection demands and more or stronger suppression of competing incorrect responses (following the search-set restriction account). Whichever process underlies the effort during testing, both accounts predict that practice-testing changes cue-target associations in such a way that future memory retrieval is facilitated. With repetition, demands on effortful retrieval processes are thought to decrease because the target information becomes increasingly accessible through changes in the available retrieval routes. This facilitation of memory retrieval is then thought to lead to better long-term performance because the final performance test involves similar retrieval processes as those engaged during the practice-testing, and because a greater overlap of the cognitive processes involved in a final performance test with the cognitive processes engaged during practice is thought to enhance performance (an idea known as transfer-appropriate processing [19]).

In addition to direct benefits of testing, indirect effects of testing on subsequent learning are also highly relevant for educational practice. Testing enhances the efficiency of subsequent encoding in comparison to pure restudy conditions [20–22], which is known as test-potentiated encoding (TPE). Explanations of TPE broadly fall into two categories. First, testing could enable the learner to better discriminate between information that is successfully recalled on the test (and thus likely already well learned) and information that is not recalled (and thus needs further studying) [e.g., 4, 5]. In this way, testing enables a more efficient focus of attention during subsequent encoding, and the refinement of learning strategies. For example, mnemonic mediators that link cue and target information could become refined over the course of repeated testing [23]. A second explanation is that the testing context is reactivated during TPE when learners are reminded of prior testing during the encoding opportunity. This could enrich the memory representation and create additional retrieval cues when the different testing contexts become integrated [24,25].

In summary, cognitive explanations of the testing effect resolve around three lines: 1) memory representations change due to elaboration of relevant and/or suppression of irrelevant associations, 2) testing is an effortful process that becomes facilitated by repetition, and 3) testing leads to more efficient subsequent learning (TPE). In the following, we will relate these ideas to available neuroimaging studies.

### 3. Neural correlates of the testing effect

Although the accounts outlined above cannot be directly translated into predictions about brain activity (or vice versa), results from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies

---

**Box 2.**

### Candidate brain regions of potential importance for the testing effect

Cognitive accounts of the testing effect suggest that practice-testing compared to restudying leads to a) changed memory representations, and b) facilitated selective retrieval. Here we discuss which brain regions are likely to support these cognitive processes. Note: All anatomical areas that are mentioned can be found in Fig. 2.

#### Semantic memory representations

It is well established that patterns of brain activity during memory retrieval partly overlap with those seen during initial encoding [71–73]. Thus, visually encoded material will evoke visual processing areas, and auditory memory will evoke auditory processing areas at retrieval, even when memory is probed with a different sensory input. For encoding and retrieval of semantic memory, as used in all fMRI studies on testing effects, it is likely that brain areas related to semantic processing will be involved. Semantic representations contain multi-sensory information widely distributed across cortical and subcortical regions of the brain [74–76]. Candidate brain regions for semantic representations include posterior brain areas such as the lateral temporal cortex, and the inferior parietal lobe (IPL) including the supramarginal (SMG) and the angular (AG) gyrus (see Fig. 2). These are involved in the storage and conceptual integration of semantic representations [74,77]. The inferior (ITG) and the middle (MTG) temporal gyri, as well as the anterior temporal lobe, are thought to integrate different sensory inputs into multi-modal representations and are therefore expected to be active during concept retrieval [75,78,79]. The AG in the IPL is a higher-order associative area thought to integrate different components of semantic concepts into a coherent meaning [74,75,78–81].

#### Selective retrieval of semantic memory

In order to retrieve target representations from memory, processes related to control and monitoring are necessary. The ventral lateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) has been discussed as one key brain region underlying cognitive control during memory retrieval [82,83], and is thought to direct attention to goal-relevant information and inhibit irrelevant information during selective retrieval [14,84]. The repeated selection of target information and inhibition of competing information during testing that are thought to facilitate later retrieval, are likely mediated by this area. This is supported by the involvement of the VLPFC during selective retrieval that weakens competing memories (cf. retrieval-induced forgetting, [85]): VLPFC activity increases during retrieval when there is competition between several responses and decreases when a specific memory trace is selectively strengthened.

The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) are other brain areas that are activated when demands on cognitive control are high and are suggested to be a part of the attention-control network. The ACC is thought to detect conflicts in information processing and plays a role in outcome evaluation and decision making [86]. The DLPFC is thought to play a role in directing attention to task-relevant representations [42], selectively mediate the resolution of response conflicts [87], and to become deactivated with practice as a function of decreased demands on selection [42].
can be related to the explanations (see Box 2). To date, ten fMRI studies have investigated beneficial effects of practice-testing for learning (see Table 1). Four of these studies measured classic testing effects by comparing performance after restudying and practice-testing and related brain activation during these different practice conditions to later performance [26–29]. Three other studies investigated the consequences of practice-testing by measuring changes in brain activation after practice, or related brain activation during practice-testing to results on a subsequent final test [30–32]. Two studies focused at TPE [24,25]. One study [33] analyzed brain activations during restudying directly following practice-testing, and measured brain activation patterns during interleaved restudying and practice-testing. In the following, we review these neuroimaging studies in light of the cognitive accounts outlined above to summarize how reports of brain activity related to practice-testing can tentatively inform ideas from the cognitive literature on testing effects. In the course of reviewing, some other literature related to, but not directly focusing on testing effects, will also be discussed. A schematic overview of the experimental paradigms employed in the reviewed studies and the terms that are used in this article to describe them are presented in Fig. 1. More detailed descriptions of the paradigms of the studies can be found in Table 1.

3.1.1. How does testing affect memory representations?

The cognitive account that memory traces are semantically elaborated through testing predicts greater activation of semantic representations during practice-testing than restudying. If this is the case, we would expect greater involvement of brain areas related to semantic memory retrieval, such as the left temporoparietal areas (see Box 2 and Fig. 2) for candidate brain structures) during practice-testing than restudying. Furthermore, the activation in these areas would be expected to increase with repetition. If, on the other hand, search-set restriction underlies testing effects, then one would expect that retrieval leads to less activation with each repetition.

The four studies that directly compared brain activations during practice-testing and restudying (see Table 1) reported lower activation in putative semantic memory storage areas during practice-testing relative to restudying. Wing et al. [29] had participants practice English word-pairs in an MRI scanner. After baseline exposure, half of the pairs were practiced through testing (cued recall of the second word) and half through restudying (re-exposure to the complete pair). Practice-testing led to significantly better memory performance than restudying one day after practice. However, brain activity was lower during practice-testing than restudying in the left superior temporal gyrus (STG) and in the bilateral middle temporal gyrus (MTG). Similarly, van den Broek et al. [28] observed less activation in the right MTG during practice-testing than restudying. Moreover, brain activity was lower during practice-testing than restudying in the inferior parietal lobe (IPL), including the supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and the angular gyrus (AG) in three studies [27–29], although in one study [26], in which participants retrieved semantically associated words from prior knowledge, activation in bilateral SMG/AG was higher during practice-testing than during restudying.

In order to understand which processes contribute to the testing effect, the relation between brain activity during practice and later performance is critical. In brain imaging studies, differences in brain activation during studying of items that are later remembered in contrast to later forgotten items are often taken as evidence for successful encoding and termed subsequent memory effect (SME) [34]; see also Fig. 1A). Within the putative semantic memory representation areas, increased activation predictive of later successful memory performance was found in the bilateral AG and SMG [28], the right [28] or the left [29] inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), the left MTG [28,33], the left STG [26,33] and the right STG [28,29,33]. However, these effects differed between practice-testing and restudying. Whereas activity was consistently higher during practice-testing of items that were later remembered than for items that were later forgotten [26,28,29,33] (cf. also the SME in the right superior parietal lobes in [31]), no difference [26,28] or even a reversed effect [29] was found during restudying. Taken together, these results suggest that the engagement of semantic memory storage areas during practice-testing is different from that during restudying. Tentatively, activity in these areas appears to be higher during restudying than practice-testing, but only predictive of later performance when measured during practice-testing.

In a different type of study relevant to the question how practice-testing affects memory representations, Keresztes et al. [32] reported brain activity on an immediate and a delayed final test after restudying or practice-testing. They found that activity in the IPL decreased from the immediate to the delayed test for restudied items but not for items that were tested during practice. Since one hypothesis concerning the level of activation in the IPL is that it might reflect the strength or richness of retrieved representations [35,36], the comparatively stable activation level over time for tested items might indicate that practice-testing made memory traces more resistant to decay than restudying.

More direct investigations of changes in memory representations over time have recently become available from two publications that apply multivariate analysis techniques to the study of repeated retrieval [31,37]. Karlsson Wirebring et al. [31] used representational similarity analysis (RSA) to correlate patterns of brain activation between multiple trials to determine under which conditions brain activations are more similar or dissimilar from each other. The study focused on successful repeated retrieval across three consecutive practice-tests, and related patterns of brain activations during practice-testing to performance at a final test one week later (see Table 1). Remembered items elicited higher activity in different areas of the brain, including the left lateral temporal cortex and bilateral posterior parietal cortices one week after practice. Notably, the same right parietal region identified as important for retrieval success one week after practice showed higher BOLD activity already at the day of practice for items that were later successfully remembered. An RSA in this region revealed that activation patterns were less correlated over the three consecutive tests for items later remembered compared to those forgotten. This can be interpreted as a sign of more altered or elaborated semantic representations during repeated practice-testing for items later remembered, which tentatively supports the idea that semantic elaboration is one key mechanism fostering long-term retention after repeated practice-testing.

So far, there has not been a study that compared changes in brain activations during repeated testing to changes during repeated studying. However, Xue et al. [39] investigated brain activations during repeated studying and it is interesting to note that

---

Footnote:

1 These include two studies [26,27] in which participants either read a pair of semantically related words or generated a word when presented with a cue word and the initial letter of a semantically associated word (e.g., salt - p***). We do not distinguish between such retrieval of pre-existing semantic associations and the retrieval of recently learned associations as employed in the other testing effect studies in this review, because both involve the activation of target information in response to a cue, focus processing on cue-target relations, and can be influenced in a similar way by certain experimental manipulations (cf. [47]). Therefore, we refer to the ‘read’ and ‘generate’ conditions as ‘restudying’ and ‘practice-testing’, respectively in the main text. However, because some authors argue that the generation of semantic associations is qualitatively different from the retrieval of recently learned episodic associations (e.g., [9]), the type of retrieval is mentioned in the text if results differ between the two types of studies.
unlike Karlsson Wirebring et al. [31], they reported that a greater similarity in patterns of neural activation across study trials predicted better memory performance. Xue et al. concluded that items for which repeated studying leads to a consistent neural representation are better remembered. The different conclusions from these two studies suggest that the effect of variations of the amount of semantic activation across repetitions might be different during testing [31] and studying [39]. The role of semantic elaboration in explaining the testing effect thus needs further exploration.

The second report of fMRI measurements during repeated retrieval is available from a study by Wimber et al. that focused on retrieval-induced forgetting [37]. The authors employed what they call a canonical template tracking method to determine the activation state of target memories and competing information during testing. Participants initially learned to associate one cue word (e.g., sand) with two different pictures (e.g., sand – Marilyn Monroe, sand – hat) and were then repeatedly instructed to retrieve only one of the pictures (e.g., Marilyn Monroe). The authors investigated the overlap between brain activations during this selective retrieval and template brain responses to the target (Marilyn Monroe) and competitor (hat) information in order to infer to what extent the target and competitor information were activated when cued with the word (sand). Results suggest that while participants initially tended to activate both target and competitor, the competitor was progressively suppressed over the course of repeated testing. Moreover, target information was reinstated increasingly over repetitions. Although this study does not directly address testing effects, it is informative for the evaluation of search-set restriction accounts of the testing effect because it shows that selective retrieval can lead to the suppression of competing information while strengthening target information. However, it is
### Table 1

Paradigms, behavioral testing effect and key brain activations related to beneficial effects of testing in the 10 reviewed studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Overview of experiment</th>
<th>Behavioral testing effect</th>
<th>Key brain regions involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studies focusing on brain activity during the intervention</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlsson Wirebring et al. 2015 [21]</td>
<td>Baseline exposure</td>
<td>Intentional study of 60 Swahili-Swedish word-pairs ten consecutive times</td>
<td>n/a (no comparison with a study condition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention*</td>
<td>Each word-pair was repeatedly tested three times. The Swahili word was used as a probe, and participants indicated whether they knew the Swedish word, believed they knew or did not know. Immediately after, they chose among four alternatives the second letter of the word. After 7 days, cued recall of the translation of the Swahili words as during the intervention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final test*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosner et al. 2014 [27]</td>
<td>Baseline exposure</td>
<td>None (participants had prior knowledge of the 100 pairs of semantically related words that were practiced)</td>
<td>Yes, at immediate test higher correct recognition rate for tested (87%) than for restudied words (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention*</td>
<td>Half of the pairs were generated (= tested) once (“garbage = w_st.”), and half were read (= studied) once (“garbage = waste”); i.e. the task was to either retrieve a target word that was semantically related to the cue from memory or to read the complete word pair. Immediately after the intervention, a recognition test with confidence rating included all target words and 100 lures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final test*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van den Broek et al. 2013 [28]</td>
<td>Baseline exposure</td>
<td>Intentional study of 100 Swahili words with translations through writing task and repeated exposure with judgments of learning</td>
<td>Yes, at delayed test: Higher cued recall and shorter response times for tested (58%) than for restudied words (49%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention*</td>
<td>Half of the pairs were tested three times (“mit – translate!”), and half were restudied (“wingu - cloud”) three times;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final test</td>
<td>After 7 days, cued recall of the translation of the Swahili words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vannest et al. 2012 [26]</td>
<td>Baseline exposure</td>
<td>None (participants had prior knowledge of the 60 pairs of semantically or phonologically related words that were practiced)</td>
<td>Yes, at immediate test better multiple choice performance for tested (80%) than for restudied words (72%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention*</td>
<td>Half of the pairs were generated (=tested; ‘salt – p’*****”) once and half were read (=restudied; “salt – pepper”) once. Similar to Rosner et al. study, participants either retrieved associated word from memory or read the word pair that was presented on the screen. Participants knew that a memory test would follow. Immediately after the intervention; forced-choice task in which one word was presented and the associated word was selected among two lures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Overview of experiment</th>
<th>Behavioral testing effect</th>
<th>Key brain regions involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wing et al. 2013 [29]</td>
<td>Baseline exposure Intervention*</td>
<td>Rating semantic relatedness of 192 weakly related noun pairs. Half of the pairs were tested (&quot;TUSK -?&quot;) once and half were restudied (&quot;TUSK – HORN&quot;) once. * Note that this study alternated between baseline exposure and intervention. It consisted of 12 blocks in which 16 words were first presented for baseline exposure and then for one testing or restudy trial.</td>
<td>Yes, at delayed test higher cued recall for tested (63%) than for restudied words (51%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vestergren et al. 2014 [25]</td>
<td>Baseline exposure Intervention*</td>
<td>Intentional study of 126 weakly associated word pairs. Intermingling (&quot;crater -?&quot;) or restudying (&quot;crater – lake&quot;) followed by subsequent (test-potentiated) encoding (crater – lake).</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al., 2014 [33]</td>
<td>Baseline exposure Intervention*</td>
<td>Intentional study of 45 high-frequency unrelated Chinese-Chinese word pairs. One testing trial (T1) per word pair immediately followed by restudy. Cue words were shown with a prompt to recall the second word before selecting it among all possible targets. After each test trial, the complete pair was shown for 3 seconds for restudying.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Studies focusing on brain activity during test-potentiated encoding

| Nelson et al. 2013 [24] | Baseline exposure Intervention* | Intentional study of 126 weakly associated word pairs. Intermingling ("crater -?") or restudying ("crater – lake") followed by subsequent (test-potentiated) encoding (crater – lake). | No | – Activation difference  ◦ baseline exposure > test-potentiated encoding: Left VLPFC, right VLPFC  ◦ baseline exposure < test-potentiated encoding: Left IPL/AG, PFC, MCC  ◦ Previously T > RS at test-potentiated encoding: Left IPL/AG, PFC, MCC  ◦ Activity level at test-potentiated encoding for items not recalled previously in left IPL correlated with the amount of new learning: left IPL/AG  ◦ Overlap of time course of brain activation in left IPL/AG during test-potentiated encoding with time course of activation during successful recognition found in previous meta-analysis |

| Vestergren et al. 2014 [25] | Baseline exposure Intervention* | Testing (wingu _____) or restudying (wingu – cloud) followed by subsequent (test-potentiated) encoding (wingu – cloud). | No | – Activation difference  ◦ baseline exposure > test-potentiated encoding: Left VLPFC, right VLPFC  ◦ baseline exposure < test-potentiated encoding: Left IPL/AG, PFC, MCC  ◦ Previously T > RS at test-potentiated encoding: Left IPL/AG, PFC, MCC  ◦ Activity level at test-potentiated encoding for items not recalled previously in left IPL correlated with the amount of new learning: left IPL/AG  ◦ Overlap of time course of brain activation in left IPL/AG during test-potentiated encoding with time course of activation during successful recognition found in previous meta-analysis |

| Liu et al., 2014 [33] | Baseline exposure Intervention* | Intentional study of 45 high-frequency unrelated Chinese-Chinese word pairs. One testing trial (T1) per word pair immediately followed by restudy. Cue words were shown with a prompt to recall the second word before selecting it among all possible targets. After each test trial, the complete pair was shown for 3 seconds for restudying. | N/A | – Activation difference  ◦ baseline exposure > test-potentiated encoding: Left VLPFC/insula, left hippocampus  ◦ previously RS > T: Left MCC, bil SMG, bil PFC, bil MTG  ◦ Previously unsuccessfully recalled T: recalled later > not recalled later: anterior insula  ◦ No general activation difference during test-potentiated encoding between items that were previously tested unsuccessfully and items that were previously tested successfully |

1. Studies focusing on brain activity during test-potentiated encoding.
Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Overview of experiment</th>
<th>Behavioral testing effect</th>
<th>Key brain regions involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Eriksson et al. 2011 [30] | Intentional study of 40 Swahili words with translations (This was combined with intervention) | Yes, Delayed test: Positive correlation between number of successful practice tests and memory performance 1 week later | – Activation difference during final test for items previously  
  ○ more retrieved > less retrieved items;  
  ○ more retrieved < less retrieved items;  
  ○ more repetition of successful retrieval led to higher ACC activation;  
  ○ Participants who benefited from testing during intervention (more retrieval of items at intervention led to heightened ACC activation during final test) were the ones who had better memory performance 5 months later |
| Keresztes et al. 2013 [32] | Intentional study of 60 Swahili words with translations 6 rounds which each consisted of 1 block of 30 words being tested and one block of 30 words being restudied, and one (subsequent) encoding block of all words. Immediately (half of the participants) and 7 days (other half of the participants) after the intervention. Cued recall of the translation of the Swahili words. | Yes, at delayed test higher cued recall for tested (50%) than for restudied words (39%). At immediate test, no difference between tested and restudied words. | – Analyses were focused at a set of brain areas (regions of interest) activated by a working memory task.  
  ○ Activation difference RS > T after 20min, T > RS after 1 week: bil DLPFC, bil insula, bil IPL, right Mid orb FG, right SPL, left fusiform, right thalamus  
  • This pattern of activations resembled the pattern found for behavioural effects (RS= T after 20min, T > RS after 1 week).  
  • Interaction appeared driven by different changes over time: all areas decreased in activation over time after RS, no areas decreased over time after T |

Note: The overview of the experiment refers to the same baseline, intervention, and final test phases as depicted in Figure 1. Phases printed in bold and marked with an asterisk were conducted in the MR scanner. Abbreviations: T = testing; RS = restudying; T > RS = contrast between testing trials and restudy trials; LR = later remembered (see Figure 1); LF = later forgotten. Abbreviations of anatomical regions in alphabetical order: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; AG = angular gyrus; FG = inferior frontal gyrus; IPL = inferior parietal lobe; IPS = inferior parietal sulcus; JFG = inferior temporal gyrus; LOC = lateral occipital cortex; MCC = medial cingulate cortex; MedFG = medial frontal gyrus; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; Mid orb FG = middle orbital frontal gyrus; MTG = middle temporal gyrus; PHG = parahippocampal gyrus; PFC = posterior parietal cortices; PFC = precuneus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; SMedFG = supramedial frontal; STG = superior temporal gyrus; VLPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.

unclear how such competitor suppression is related to the retention of target information because the study focused largely on competitor suppression rather than target enhancement.

In summary, neural responses in brain areas related to semantic memory retrieval lead to mixed conclusions about the competing cognitive models of testing effects. Overall, the available studies indicate a different role for temporoparietal regions during practice-testing and restudying. Tentatively, activity in these areas appears to be higher during restudying than practice-testing, but only predictive of later performance when measured during practice-testing. Practice-testing, if successful, seems to strengthen the neural representations of target information in temporoparietal regions. Restudying on the other hand seems to evoke semantic information that is less relevant for learning, possibly related to mind-wandering (cf. Box 3). The question of whether semantic networks become elaborated or restricted over the course of repeated practice-testing remains open. The results from Karlsson Wirebring et al. [31] suggest that successful repeated retrieval that fosters long term retention might be characterized by semantic elaboration, as indicated by reduced pattern similarity within the parietal lobe for items subsequently remembered. This supports the idea that semantic elaboration might underlie the benefits of testing [7,8]. However, in the study by Xue et al. [39], reduced pattern similarity during repeated studying predicted worse outcomes. Variations in semantic activation during repeated practice may thus not always be beneficial, and may
have different effects during practice-testing and restudying. Regarding search-set restriction accounts, one study on retrieval-induced forgetting [37] showed that information that directly competes with relevant cue-target associations becomes increasingly suppressed over the course of repeated testing.

3.1.2. The role of mental effort during retrieval

The cognitive accounts that testing is an effortful process predict an involvement of brain regions that support controlled, selective memory retrieval. Executive control over effortful retrieval is often associated with the involvement of the prefrontal cortex, especially the ventral and dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC, DLPFC). Furthermore, the DLPFC and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) are often related to attention, control, and conflict monitoring processes [see Box 2 and Fig. 2]. Indeed, the four studies that analyzed brain activity during practice-testing and restudying [26–29] consistently reported higher activation in the VLPFC and the ACC during practice-testing compared to restudying.

Concerning the association between brain activation during practice and later performance at final test, different patterns of results were reported for the VLPFC and the ACC. Enhanced hippocampal functional connectivity with the VLPFC during practice-testing but not restudying predicted later performance [29], which could reflect an interaction of executive control processes through the VLPFC with core memory processing areas in the hippocampus [40,41] during practice-testing. There were no reports that higher VLPFC activation itself predicted better performance, and in a generation effect study by Vannest et al., VLPFC activation during practice-testing even predicted later forgetting of words [26]. Further in line with this, Karlsson Wirebring et al. [31] reported a decrease in activity of the left DLPFC over the course of repeated successful practice-testing which was predictive of better later memory performance. Similarly, in the previously mentioned retrieval-induced forgetting study by Wimber et al. [37], activity in the left and right VLPFC decreased over the course of repeated selective retrieval. Moreover, activations predicted how much competing information was suppressed but not how much target information was enhanced: more activation in the left and right VLPFC during the retrieval of specific memories predicted stronger suppression of that memory’s competitors. At the same time, activations decreased over the course of repeated selective retrieval, and the stronger the decrease was, the more competing information was suppressed [37]. Overall, the available results are in line with the idea that activations in the VLPFC reflect the need to engage control mechanisms to select target information among competing memories [42], and that this process occurs during practice-testing more than restudying. Selection processes seem to become facilitated after repeated practice-testing, resulting in reduced recruitment of effortful control processes.

Cognitive accounts that testing facilitates later retrieval predict that brain activity during a later memory test (final test) should change as a function of prior testing. Indeed, VLPFC activity on a final test one day after combined restudying/practice-testing was lower the more often items had been successfully tested during prior practice [30], possibly reflecting that prior testing made the retrieval on the final test less demanding and reduced the need for competitor suppression. Behavioral reports of faster reaction times at the final test for previously tested items further support this interpretation [28,32,43].

The interpretation of ACC involvement in testing effects is not straightforward. Higher ACC activity during practice-testing than restudying predicted a larger behavioral testing effect in a study by Rosner et al. [27], as participants who benefited more from practice-testing compared to restudying showed larger increases in ACC activation during practice-testing than restudying. Higher ACC activation measured during practice-testing was also more predictive of (better) performance on the final test than ACC activation measured during restudying [29]. Although these results point to a positive effect of ACC involvement during practice-testing, one study in which highly associated words were recalled (generation) reported that participants who showed higher ACC activity during practice-testing than restudying tended to perform worse on the final test [26]. A possible explanation for these contradictory outcomes is that ACC activation during practice could reflect the detection of competition between target responses and related competitors. Such conflict could, on the one hand, correlate with effortful, beneficial retrieval processes during practice-testing and thereby predict better performance at final test. On the other hand, high levels of conflict could also be a consequence of higher item difficulty, and therefore be related to worse performance.

Unlike activity in the VLPFC, ACC activity did not decrease but increased as a function of prior testing. In one study, the strength of this effect predicted performance five months later [30]: Participants who showed a larger ACC response to previously tested items thus performed better later on. In a different study in which participants were scanned immediately and a week after testing/restudy practice, practice-testing led to better performance than restudying on the delayed final test but not on the immediate final test [32] (a typical result in testing effect studies, see Box 1). Activation in several brain areas, including the ACC, showed a similar interaction between time and condition as they were more active during the delayed final test of previously practice-tested than restudied materials, but not during the immediate final test.

In summary, activations in the VLPFC that are likely to reflect cognitive control processes required for the selection of target information among competing memories [37,42,44,45] were enhanced during practice-testing compared to restudying. Higher demands on this putative executive-control system did not, however, predict better learning. Instead, evidence suggests that a reduction of activation may correlate with the facilitation of retrieval processes, as competing information becomes less activated and demands on inhibition processes are reduced over the course of repeated testing. Results with respect to ACC involvement are mixed and cannot fully be explained by the idea that ACC activation is involved in conflict detection. This area has been related to long-term benefits of testing in two studies, and might play a role in consolidation processes that enhance retention [30,32].

3.2. Neural correlates of test-potentiated encoding (TPE)

Three fMRI experiments [24,25,33] addressed TPE. In two experiments [24,25], participants encoded word-pairs and practiced the word-pairs between encoding episodes by practice-testing or restudying (see Fig. 1). In the third study, all word-pairs were tested and then immediately restudied [33]. For all TPE experiments, the neural response of interest is that during subsequent encoding after testing.

Some TPE accounts predict that previously unsuccessfully tested items receive extra attention during subsequent encoding [17]. Vestergren and Nyberg [25] specifically addressed this idea by comparing brain activity during the encoding of previously unsuccessfully tested items to successfully tested and restudied items. In their study, no differences in brain activity were found that were specific to re-encoding of unsuccessfully tested items, although several areas were more activated overall after practice-testing than restudying. This finding suggests that TPE might affect all previously tested items regardless of testing success.

Both Liu et al. [33] and Vestergren and Nyberg [25] investigated
which brain activations correlated with encoding success during TPE of previously unsuccessfully tested items. Liu et al. found that the left putamen and the caudate, the left hippocampus and the left PFC were more active during restudying of previously unsuccessfully tested items when these items were subsequently remembered than when they were not remembered. The authors suggested that the striatal (caudate, putamen) activity reflects changes in memory representations in response to negative feedback from the failed testing trial. Regarding the striatal involvement, van den Broek et al. [28] also reported activity increases during successful practice-testing compared to restudying. They attributed this effect to highlighting of motivationally significant information through the dopaminergic system. Vestergren and Nyberg [25] found that activity in the anterior insula reflected successful encoding and related this to the possible involvement of a saliency detecting network (see Box 3 and Fig. 2).

A consistent result across the two experiments that included comparisons of activations during encoding of previously tested and restudied items was higher activation in the VLPFC for previously tested items than un-tested items [24,25]. Vestergren and Nyberg speculated that this increased VLPFC activity along with activity in the anterior insula and the ACC could reflect deep processing due to the involvement of a saliency network in the brain that detects tested items as relevant and reduces distraction and mind-wandering during practice (see Box 3). Moreover, these authors found higher hippocampal activity for previously practice-tested than for restudied items, which suggests that practice-tested items underwent further re-encoding. Although they did not compare practice-tested and restudied items, Liu et al. [33] reported (marginally) higher activation in the left hippocampus and the left PFC for word pairs that benefited from re-encoding after unsuccessful prior testing. Activity in these areas was higher for successful re-encoding relative to unsuccessful re-encoding after a failed test, but not after a successful test. These results are in line with cognitive accounts of TPE that suggest that items receive extra attention after retrieval failure [17] (but see [25]). Among areas found to be more active during encoding of previously tested than during encoding of previously restudied words, a study by Nelson et al. [24] focused analyses on the left IPL/AG, an area that had shown retrieval-related activity in an earlier meta-analysis [46]. They found that activity in the IPL/AG correlated with the amount of new learning during TPE. Moreover, the authors plotted the average time course of brain activity for TPE trials from the IPL/AG showing signal fluctuation of a typical TPE trial. Based on a comparison of this plot to the results of a previous meta-analysis on memory recognition, the authors argued that the time course of brain activity during the re-encoding of previously tested words (TPE) resembled that of successful recognition. The activity of re-encoding of previously restudied pairs, in contrast, resembled that of seeing unknown items. From this finding, the authors concluded that there is increased retrieval-like activation in the IPL/AG during TPE. This could be due to the reinstatement of prior testing experiences, in line with the idea that prior testing becomes incorporated into the memory representation. This interpretation is somewhat in line with the “episodic context account” proposed by Karpicke et al. [16].

In sum, the three studies that investigated TPE revealed that after unsuccessful testing, activity in the insula [25] and the PFC, as well as the parietal cortex and the hippocampus [33] correlated with successful TPE. Only one study by Vestergren and Nyberg directly compared previously successfully and unsuccessfully tested items during subsequent encoding [25] and concluded that TPE might affect all previously tested items regardless of prior testing success.

### Box 3.

**Reverse inference: The role of Default-Mode and Saliency networks in testing practice**

Imaging studies have revealed patterns of activation that may stimulate ways to think about the testing effect that go beyond existing cognitive accounts. The role of default mode and saliency networks is an example of such results (see Fig. 2 for candidate brain regions).

**The default mode network/resting state network**

Imaging studies have identified the Default Mode Network (DMN), a set of brain regions that are active during rest but become relatively deactivated during demanding tasks [88,89]. Brain regions commonly implicated in the DMN include the ventro- and dorso-medial prefrontal cortex, the hippocampus, the posterior midline structures (posterior cingulate; retrosplenial, precuneus), as well as the inferior parietal lobe (IPL) and lateral temporal cortices. The DMN was initially identified during rest, and it has been interpreted as reflecting internally driven thoughts that are, at least partly, task-unrelated. Indeed, unsuccessful memory encoding is accompanied by increased DMN activation [90], alluding to the idea that increased DMN activity reflects lapses in the focus of attention towards the encoding task. However, DMN activity has also been found when tasks involve self-referential thought such as (autobiographical) episodic memory retrieval [91,92].

Several testing effect fMRI studies reported higher activation in the DMN during restudying compared to practice-testing [26,28,29]. This may indicate that testing reduces mind-wandering and distraction in comparison to restudying and, as a consequence, enhances attention to the task, which is in accordance with behavioral studies [93,94]. At the same time, a somewhat puzzling result is that increased activity in lateral temporal and parietal areas of DMN during practice-testing (but not during restudying) predicted successful retention [26,29]. A possible reason for this is that testing requires retrieval, which involves task-related self-referential thoughts that engage parts of the DMN.

**Saliency network**

Activity in the DMN is negatively correlated with activity in a network that becomes active when attention must be directed to external stimuli [95] instead of internal thoughts [96,97]. This saliency network (including as important nodes the anterior insula and the anterior cingulate cortex; ACC) might play a crucial role in responding to salient cues in the environment that require attention and reducing internally directed thought [98,99]. During practice-testing more than restudying, and also as a function of the amount of prior testing, the saliency network is reported to become activated [25,26,28–30]. Thus, testing possibly increases the learners’ attention to the materials through the saliency network. This could be an additional explanation of the testing effect revealed by neuroimaging studies, thus adding to the accounts suggested in the cognitive literature.

### 4. Towards a neurocognitive account of the testing effect

In the behavioral literature, the testing effect has been explained in terms of changes in semantic representations through elaboration or the restriction of the search-set to relevant associations, effortful retrieval processes that become easier with repetition, and the potentiation of subsequent encoding. Can these
cognitive accounts be informed by the neuroimaging studies published to date?

A relatively consistent finding across the testing effect fMRI studies is that even though the engagement of temporo-parietal semantic memory storage areas, such as the IPL and the MTG, was greater during restudying compared to practice-testing [26–29], activation increases only predicted later performance when measured during practice-testing and not when measured during restudying [26,28,29]. Engagement of these areas could reflect how testing alters memory representations such that they become more resistant to decay. A simple interpretation of the observation that temporo-parietal storage areas were less active during practice-testing than during restudying would be that testing does not generally enhance elaboration in comparison to restudying. However, as van den Broek et al. [28] argued, activations in these areas could reflect both relevant and irrelevant semantic information processing, and reduced activations during practice-testing could also reflect a beneficial focus of attention on relevant information. Testing might direct elaboration to relevant associations that improve retention more than unfocused elaboration that takes place during restudy. Support for the notion that testing elaborates memory representations comes from the finding that successful repeated retrieval that fostered long-term retention was characterized by higher BOLD signal but lower pattern similarity in the parietal cortex [31]. However, there is also support for an involvement of selection processes during testing. During repeated selective retrieval, target information seems to become increasingly activated, whereas competing information becomes increasingly suppressed [37]. These results raise the question of whether an alternative cognitive model is needed that can accommodate both elaboration and selection processes. For example, elaboration during testing could be selective and focus on associations that strengthen the cue-target link, whereas associations that compete with the target response are suppressed.

The fMRI findings related to selective retrieval and inhibition processes are mixed. There is evidence that the VLPFC and the ACC are more involved during practice-testing than restudying [26–29], and several studies demonstrated a link between activity in the VLPFC and the ACC and later memory performance at final test, but the direction of this link differed among studies. Moreover, different effects of prior testing on VLPFC and ACC activations during the final test suggest a differential role of these two areas during testing. With regard to the VLPFC, one explanation could be that the VLPFC does not directly influence cue-target associations, but only through interactions with the core memory system in the hippocampus [29]. The VLPFC may act during the first instances of testing when selection demands during retrieval are high but with repeated successful retrieval, the VLPFC engagement might decrease. This claim is supported by the relation between changes in brain activity over the course of repeated retrieval and later memory performance [31,37]. With regard to the ACC, activation increases on the final test after prior practice-testing are difficult to interpret under the assumption that the ACC detects conflicting response options during retrieval. An alternative interpretation of the role of the ACC is that it reflects the amount of attention evoked by the tested materials in a similar way as during TPE (see Box 3 on the ACC as a part of the saliency network). By this view, attention is higher during practice-testing than restudying [29], more attention is paid to previously tested items than previously restudied items [25], and through this heightened attention there is a higher chance for these items to become well-consolidated for better retention [30].

Imaging studies on the testing effect have also revealed patterns of activation that cannot easily be linked to existing cognitive accounts. Certain structures of the brain were not covered in this review, such as the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and the thalamus. At least some of these areas are likely to also play a functional role in testing, and future findings could reveal additional explanations of the testing effect. As a case in point, we outline in Box 3 how the testing effect could be explained in terms of reduced mind-wandering or saliency detection.

Results from TPE studies show how testing influences subsequent learning. Depending on the timing of the re-encoding occasion, encoding success was predicted by the involvement of different areas. Immediate feedback after a failed practice-test evoked extra brain activity in the left PFC when items were later remembered (compared to forgotten) on the final performance test [33]. When re-encoding occurred after a whole round of practice-testing, activation in the anterior insula correlated with successful re-encoding [25]. Analyses of patterns of brain activation suggest that practice-testing could lead to the engagement of retrieval processes in the IPL/AG regions during subsequent encoding when subjects are reminded of prior testing, and thereby form an alternative learning context that enriches memory representations [24]. Alternatively, or in addition, testing could increase attention via the engagement of the saliency network through the VLPFC/anterior insula and the ACC activity (see Box 3).

5. Future perspectives and conclusion

Several cognitive theories exist that make predictions about the nature of the testing effect and its constituent processes. However, there is no consensus yet about how to best explain the effect. This review adds a neurocognitive perspective to the literature by summarizing the evidence available from fMRI studies on the testing effect.

It is not trivial to link neuroimaging results to the behavioral literature and a number of limitations need to be taken into account. Cognitive theories are usually not constrained by the way the human brain works, and can have a rather abstract level of description. This makes one-to-one mapping between cognitive accounts and neural responses challenging. In addition, typical paradigms in neuroimaging and in behavioral research differ, which can make it more difficult to compare results. On the one hand, these differences in paradigms are due to methodological constraints of imaging studies, such as the required high numbers of comparable trials and the types of responses that participants can make in the scanner. On the other hand, imaging studies have different paradigms to allow analyses that are not possible with behavioral data, such as tracking changes in patterns of brain activity over the course of repetitions or test-potentiated encoding. In fMRI studies, it is also possible to categorize trials retrospectively, such as into later-remembered and later-forgotten trials (i.e., SME) and observe brain responses that are predictive of memory outcomes at a later test. As in other areas of educational neuroscience, continued exploration and testing of the translation between and incorporation of theories from cognitive and neuroscientific fields are called for.

The number of imaging studies of beneficial effects of practice-testing on learning outcomes is still comparatively small. For this review, we identified ten fMRI studies that related practice-testing to later performance or explicitly focused at the testing effect or TPE. These studies employed a variety of approaches, measuring brain activations during practice-testing and restudying, over the course of repeated practice-testing, during subsequent encoding after practice-tests, and during final performance tests. Each of these approaches allows the evaluation of different predictions from the cognitive literature, but the number of studies of each approach is still small. More research is therefore needed before more definite conclusions can be drawn. In addition, a number of limitations of the literature base should be noted. First, two of the
reviewed TPE-studies did not report a behavioral effect [24,25]. This did not influence the analysis of the imaging data because brain activations were related to prior retrieval success and later performance on a by-item basis, but a behavioral effect would confirm that the chosen paradigms caused TPE. Second, two studies [31,33] did not include a restudy comparison condition, so it is unclear to what extent the reported neural activations during practice-testing also occur during other forms of practice such as restudying. This however, is not necessarily problematic for cognitive theories that predict that quantitatively restudying. This however, is not necessarily problematic for cognitive theories that predict that quantitatively more elaboration or mental effort is involved during practice-testing compared to restudying, rather than qualitatively different processes. Third, we reviewed two studies that implemented retrieval of pre-existing semantic associations rather than recently learned associations [26,27]. Although similarities exist between these two forms of retrieval (cf. [47]), it would be informative to take into account the nature of the associations that are activated during practice-tests in future studies. The testing effect has been found with many different materials (Box 1) but all testing-effect fMRI studies so far used visual word-pairs. It is an open question if similar effects are obtained when participants study different materials (e.g., auditory, non-verbal).

Regarding the fMRI methods employed, the focus of the available imaging studies on testing effects has been largely on activity changes in specific (more or less isolated) nodes of the brain. We suggest that in future studies, the neural mechanisms underlying the testing effect may be better described by examining patterns of interactions across several brain areas. Connectivity analyses of the interactions between brain regions may help develop a network perspective on the mechanisms of testing, as illustrated by the results of hippocampal connectivity by Wing et al. [29]. Extending such analyses to other brain regions may reveal interactions in a broader network of areas underlying the testing effect. Furthermore, changes in memory representations as a consequence of practice-testing may be better documented by changes in patterns of neural activation over the course of and after practice rather than net activation differences during practice-testing and restudying. Using techniques like multivariate pattern analysis (RSA) [38,48], researchers have only recently begun to investigate testing effects in this way [31]. More research along these lines might further improve insight into the mechanisms of testing effects.

Imaging studies offer a unique way to test predictions from cognitive theories and may suggest new ways to think about well-known behavioral phenomena like the testing effect. This review of recent fMRI studies on the testing effect informs the literature about its neurocognitive substrates by highlighting several different processes that might be important for testing effects. First, the available data support the idea that practice-testing indeed engages the memory representational areas in the posterior cortices in a different way than restudying does, possibly in a more focused way that stabilizes the relevant memory trace. Examining variation in patterns of brain activity during successful repeated retrieval in relation to subsequent memory, produced support for the semantic elaboration view. However, more studies are needed to establish how these results fit with studies that show the suppression of competing information during selective retrieval. An alternative cognitive model might be needed that can accommodate both elaboration and selection processes, such as selective elaboration. Second, there is evidence for effortful, controlled retrieval processes reflected in the engagement of the prefrontal cortex during practice-testing, which reduces over the course of repeated practice-testing, although the link of this reduction with later performance at final test needs further investigation. Third, TPE is not restricted to materials that were previously not recalled and could involve the reactivation of testing experiences and extra attention to previously tested information. Finally, neuroimaging studies point at other possible mechanisms that have not been covered by cognitive accounts yet, such as enhanced attention through the engagement of motivation or saliency network or less mind-wandering (see Box 3).

Glossary

- **Default mode network (DMN):** anatomically defined interconnected brain system that is activated when individuals are engaged in self-referential thoughts such as daydreaming, envisioning the future, retrieving memories, and gauging others’ perspectives [91]. It is negatively correlated with brain systems that focus on external signals.
- **Functional connectivity:** a method to define multiple regions that are co-active during a certain brain processing state. It is often measured as the statistical association or dependency among time-series derived from two or more anatomically distinct regions of the brain [100].
- **Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI):** indirect measure of neuronal activity assessed over time. The most common type of fMRI measurement is sensitive to the amount of deoxygenated hemoglobin in the blood, which is known to peak around 4–8 s following the onset of neuronal activity; this effect is known as the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast.
- **Hippocampus:** a region of the brain that is essential for learning and memory formation [40].
- **(mnemonic) Mediator:** information that links cue and target information, such as a key word that is recallable when prompted with a cue and elicits target information; usually studied in the context of association learning.
- **Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA):** a multivariate pattern analysis technique that makes it possible to investigate whether patterns of activity within sets of voxels differ between experimental conditions or item categories [38,48].
- **Retrieval-induced forgetting:** refers to the phenomenon that if one studies A–B and A–C associations, and selectively retrieves A–B associations through testing, the memory of A–C associations is weakened [85].
- **Saliency network:** a network of brain areas thought to detect the most relevant information among internal and external stimuli in order to focus attention onto relevant information [99].
- **Testing effect:** the phenomenon that testing, or retrieval practice, enhances later memory performance of a material, typically relative to restudying or no re-exposure.
- **Restudying:** a practice condition in which the learner is asked to study the previously studied in the context of association learning.
- **Testing:** a practice condition in which the learner is asked to retrieve information from memory.
- **Test-potentiated encoding (TPE):** the phenomenon that testing prior to a later encoding session increases the effectiveness of encoding.
- **Transfer appropriate processing:** a notion that the overlap between the way in which information is initially encoded and the way in which it is later retrieved influences memory performance [19]. Usually, more overlap induces better performance.
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